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 Hydraulic Drum Handler

Full-func�on control handle
with neutral

A few strokes of the large steering handle provides a full 300 mm of li�. A convenient control lever has three posi�ons: 
Raise, Neutral and Lower. The neutral posi�on eliminates backpressure from the pump, allowing the handle to move 

freely. Lowering speed is controlled at all load capaci�es.The handle isspring loaded and returns to a 
ver�cal posi�on when released.The handle thick ness and angled shape is designed for the most 

fa�gue free opera�ng posi�on.

Hydraulic unit proven
reliability

One of the most cri�cal parts of a drum handler is the hydraulic pump. It must withstand 
thousands of li�/lower cycles, and yet be easy and inexpensive to repair. The Aak ADH 3.5 is life 
tested to a minimum of 1,00,000 pump cycles. The enclosed li� pump means that there are no 
exposed parts such as valves or levers, which can be broken or damaged.

AAK HANDLING EQUIPMENT’S 

The ADH 350 kg carries the weight of our reputation. AAK is one of the largest 

manufacturers of different types drum handler in the india. Our customers rely on 

us for robust, functional product design and long-term dependability. The ADH 

350 kg drum handler also feature these traits, our reputation is an important part of each 

unit that we sell. We are determined to build the finest quality drum handler offering real 

long-term value to our customers. We realize that if you purchase our drum handler, this 

may be your first experience using a aak  product. We want this to be a positive one. For 

this reason, we have designed into each drum handler many standard features that will 

help your operator be more productive.



AAK HANDLING EQUIPMENT’S 

 DESCRIPTION                              UNIT         ADH-250A (V-Type)         ADH-250B (U-Type)       ADH-350A (V-Type)       ADH-350B (U-Type) 

 Capacity                                           Kg                                              250                        350

 Overall Dimensions (LxWxH)           mm          650x1100x1100                       900x790x1100                750x1100x1300                     950x810x1300

 Front Wheel                                     mm                                                        ø 180x50 

 Rear Wheel                                      mm                                                        ø 150x45 

 Max. Lifting Height                          mm                                          ~250                       ~350

 Structure                                                        Mild Steel 

 Drum Size                                        mm                                                     ø 572 X 900 

 Wheel Material                                mm                                                       Nylon/ PU 

Overall weight                                    kg                 ~50                                            ~45                                ~80                                       ~75

e manufacture and supply two types of Drum handler. The drum handlers are designed for lifting and Wmoving drums in a wide variety of industrial settings.  It also used for loading and unloading of drums from 

wood pallets, plastic pallets and platform scales.  

Our drum handlers is manufactured using quality assured components that are procured from the certified vendors of 

the market. Our quality experts strictly test each machine and check all parameters to ensure its 100% safe and work 

perfectly. 

Features:

Most standard and popular model with capacity 350 kgs.

Ÿ  Hand brake / drive hand pallet truck 

Ÿ  Easy 3 position control handle-- Raise, Lower, Neutral.

Ÿ  Structural heavy duty steel construction.

Ÿ  Powder coated structure and Integrated welded pump.

Ÿ  Fork lowering speed is controllable, operated by hand control.

Ÿ  Polyurethane wheels fitted as standard complete with break.

Ÿ  Its Reduce time lost to personnel injuries and help increase your facility's productivity.

Wheels: Nylon wheel, Rubber wheel, Polyurethane wheel, Steel wheel

Durable frame and
ar�cula�ng wheels

A robust, cross-braced frame provides unrivalled strength and durability. Steel forgings are used on 
the li� linkage. For easier handling and control, the ADH has large 150 mm steer wheels. Steer 
and load wheels use high quality compounds that lower rolling resistance, provide long life, and 
are smooth and quiet in opera�on. To ensure con�nuous contact with the floor, the wheels 
ar�culate to ensure you never have the weight of the load on just one wheel. Hubcaps protect 
the bearing and steer axle from side impact damage and contamina�on.



AAK HANDLING EQUIPMENT’S 
 ADH-350A(V-Type)



AAK HANDLING EQUIPMENT’S 
 ADH-350B(U-Type)
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